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Diophantine equation: f(x) = 0for f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) 2 Z[x1 ; x2; : : : ; xn℄
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an be onsidered in any number of di�erent environments suh asZ; Z[1=62℄; Q ; Z[i℄; Q [i℄; : : : ; Q [i; �℄; : : : ; R ; C ; Q p; C p ; : : :The designation of the equation as Diophantine is not a refereneto any partiular property of the equation itself, but rather allsattention to our primary fous on ontexts loser to the beginningof the list.Notation X for the equation thought of as a geometri objet invarious ways. X(R) for set of solutions in ring R.
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Famous results:(1) xn + yn = znhas only the obvious solutions in Z as long as n � 3.(2) f(x; y) = 0for a generi f of degree at least 4 has only �nitely many solutionsin Q (i; �; e).
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Diophantine geometry has it origins in the use of elementaryoordinate geometry for desribing solution sets, or at least forgenerating solutions.Quadrati equation in two variables:x2 + y2 = 1:
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Real solution set is a irle. Leads to idea of onsidering theintersetions with all lines that pass through the spei� point(�1; 0). Equations y = m(x+ 1)for various mSubstitution leads to the onstraintx2 + (m(x+ 1))2 = 1or (1 +m2)x2 + 2m2x+m2 � 1 = 0:
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One solution x = �1 is already rational.Slope m is rational ) other solution is also rational.Varying m, we an generate thereby all the other rationalsolutions to the equation, e.g.,(�99=101; 20=101)orresponding to m = 10.[$ Pythogorean triple 992 + 202 = 1012℄
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An example of degree 3: x3 + y3 = 1729:(9; 10) is a solution (Ramanujan).Lines through it?Unfortunately, the previous argument for the rationality ofintersetion points fails.Can obtain one other solution, using the tangent line to the realurve at the point (9; 10).
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Equation of the tangent line,81(x� 9) + 100(y � 10) = 0or y = (�81=100)x+ 1729=100;and substitute to obtain the equationx3 + ((�81=100)x+ 1729=100)3 = 1729:We have arranged for x = 9 to be a double root, and hene, theremaining root is fored to be rational.
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Even by hand, you an (tediously) work out the resulting rationalpoint to be (�42465969=468559; 24580=271):Can ontinue to obtain in�nitely many rational solutions. Keypoint is a natural group struture on the set E of points,determined by the ondition (in suitable oordinates) thatP +Q+R = 0exatly when they lie on a line.
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In fat, �xing any point O 2 E determines a bijetionE ' Z[E℄0=RP 7! [P ℄� [O℄;where-Z[E℄ is the free abelian group generated by the points of E;-Z[E℄0 � Z[E℄ is the subgroup of degree zero elements;- and R is the subgroup of relations[P ℄ + [Q℄ + [R℄� 3[O℄:
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Some aspets of this onstrution an be generalized.Compat smooth urve X, de�ned by equationF (z0; z1; z2) = 0in projetive spae.De�ne the Jaobian of X asJX = Z[X℄0=(geometri equivalene relation R)R : �iPi = �iQi , fPig and fQig are both o-linear sets in someprojetive embedding of X.
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This relation is quite ompliated in general. For degree threeequations, redues to relation between three points on the urve.Aounted for by the topology of a torus:X(C ) = C =�where � � C is a lattie.For higher degree equations, sum of two points will no longer be onthe urve. No group law:X(C ): Riemann surfae of higher genus.Heneforward, assume X is a urve of genus � 2.
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But there is another geometri struture underlying thisonstrution. For example,JX(C ) = H0(X(C );
X(C ))�=H1(X(C );Z):Many other desriptions and onstrutions.Di�erene is that X 6= JX for X of higher genus. Nevertheless,many appliations of JX in omplex and arithmeti geometry.
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For appliations to Diophantine geometry, Weil gave a purelyalgebrai onstrution of JX as a projetive variety:JX � Symg(X)In partiular,X de�ned over Q ) JX de�ned over Q .If b 2 X(Q ), then get a mapib : X,!JXde�ned over Q that sends any other point x to [x℄� [b℄. Albanesemap.
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In partiular, X(Q ),!JX(Q )and one might attempt to study the struture of X(Q ) usingJX(Q ). Weil's main motivation for algebrai onstrution.In fat, JX(Q ) is a �nitely-generated abelian group. Frequentlyin�nite, again beause of group struture. But points of JX areusually not points of X. Cannot be used to generate points on X.
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Mordell's onjeture: X has at most �nitely many rational points.Proved in 80's by Faltings.From our perspetive, an arithmeti manifestation ofinompatibility between the group law on JX and ompliatedtopology of X. Weil had attempted in his thesis to implement thisidea diretly to prove Mordell's onjeture (without suess).DiÆult to extriate X(Q ) from the surrounding JX(Q ).
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Remark: Problem is the intrinsially abelian nature of the ategoryof motives reeting the properties of homology. So, even in thebest of possible worlds (i.e., where all onjetures are theorems),the ategory of motives misses out on fundamental objets ofarithmeti, i.e., sets X(Q ):Might attempt to replae JX by a more ompliate objet.
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Weil 1938: `Generalization of abelian funtions'.`A paper about geometry disguised as a paper about analysis whosemotivation is arithmeti' (Serre).Stresses importane of developing `non-abelian mathematis with akey role for non-abelian fundamental groups.Clearly motivated by the Mordell onjeture.
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In this paper, established �rst theorems relating fundamentalgroups and vetor bundles on urves.In addition to previous desriptions, reall that JX over C an alsobe thought of as-the spae of unitary haraters (S1-valued) of �1(X(C ));-spae of line bundles of degree zero on X(C ).So Weil onsidered the natural non-abelianizationLine bundles ! vetor bundles.But onsidered the fundamental group to be somehow relevant!
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Weil's work led eventually to Narasimhan-Seshadri, Donaldson,Simpson, et., referred to as non-abelian Hodge theory.For example, the theorem of N-S says that there is an equivalenebetween moduli of irreduible unitary representations of �1 andthat of stable vetor bundles of degree zero on X(C ).From view of arithmeti, the point of suh theorems is to startfrom a onsideration of �1 and then `algebraize' it in some fashion.Thereby end up with objet de�ned over Q with potential forarithmeti appliations. That is, theory of vetor bundles is a kindof theory of fundamental groups over Q .
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However loss of Albanese map:x 7! OX((x)� (b))No way to assoiate a vetor bundle to a point. However, oneneedn't algebraize diretly. Arithmeti topology gives another wayto `de�ne fundamental groups over Q :' Grothendiek's theory.
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Basi idea: inab (x) := [�1(X; b; x)℄where the image runs over a lassifying spae (similar to lassifyingspae of mixed Hodge strutures). In fat, previous abelianAlbanese map an be viewed asx 7! [�1(X; b; x)=�1(X; b)(3)℄(quotient modulo a level of the desending entral series).
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�1(X; b; x) is a torsor for �1(X; b).There is an ation by omposition�1(X; b; x)� �1(X; b)!�1(X; b; x)and the hoie of an path p 2 �1(X; b; x) determines a bijetion�1(X; b) ' �1(X; b; x)l 7! p Æ lOf ourse, �1(X; b; x) is a torsor over a point, and hene, trivial.Grothendiek's theories allow us to enrih points in various ways.
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I. Shemes (funtion-theoreti enrihment).Given (ommutative unital) ring R, view it as ring of funtions ona spae Spe(R)Set-theoretially, the prime ideals of R.Maps Spe(B)!Spe(A)orrespond to ring-homomorphismsA!BProvides an intrinsi geometry to Diophantine problems.
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Assoiate to the polynomialf(x) 2 Q [x℄the ring A := Q [x℄=(f(x)):
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This leads to a natural orrespondene between solutions(r1; : : : ; rn)of f(x) = 0 in a �eld K, and ring homomorphismsA!KThat is, an arbitrary n-tupler = (r1; : : : ; rn)determines a ring homomorphism Q [x℄!X that sends xi to ri,whih fators through the quotient ring A exatly when r is a zeroof f(x).
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Thus, the set of solutions X(K) in K omes into bijetion with theset of maps Spe(K)!X := Spe(A):
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Also an obvious `struture map' X#Spe(Q )orresponding to the inlusionQ!A = Q [x℄=(f(x));using whih we think of X as a �bration over Spe(Q ).
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Then the solutions in Q , the elements of X(Q ), are preisely thesetions X
Spe(Q )�� P

℄℄

of the �bration.Note that Spe(Q ) is just a point, but sheme theory endows itwith the sophistiated ring Q of funtions. Spae is trivial, but ringof funtions is not. Thus, �elds like Q provide an enrihment of apoint.
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Seond enrihment: The �etale topology.Spaes like Spe(Q ) are endowed now with very non-trivialtopologies that go beyond sheme theory. Open overing is a mapSpe(F )!Spe(Q )where F is a �nite extension of Q .In general, a Grothendiek topology on an objet T allows opensets to be ertain maps with range T from domains that are notneessarily subsets of T .
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For example, an onsider the overing spae topology on atopologial spae. Leads to nothing essentially new.In algebrai geometry, there are many maps that behave formallylike loal homeomorphisms without atually being so: �etale mapsbetween shemes.
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A nie and fairly general lass of examples:Spe(B)!Spe(A)orresponding to maps of rings A!BB = A[x℄=(f(x))for a moni polynomial f(x).�Etale if the �bers of Spe(B) over Spe(A),Spe(k[x℄=( �f(x)))k = A=mhave the same number of elements, indiating an absene oframi�ation. That is, the disriminant of f should be a unit in A.
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Cohomology of sheaves in this topology has many well-knownappliations.But Grothendiek's exoti topologies also lead to interestinghomotopy groups.
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M : manifold. b 2M .The fundamental group �1(M; b) of M with base-point b an bede�ned in several di�erent ways avoiding diret referene totopologial loops.Fiber funtor approah:A loop l ats naturally on the �ber over b of any overing spaeN!M of M using the monodromy of a lifting ~l of l to N :lN : Nb ' Nb
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Compatible with omposition of loops and with maps betweenovering spaes. That is, (l1l2)N = (l1)N Æ (l2)N , and if f : N!P isa map of overing spaes, thenf Æ lN = lP Æ fas maps from Nb to Pb.Minor surprise: loops give the only way to speify suh aompatible olletion of automorphisms.
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Conise formulation via the funtorFb : Cov(M)!Setsthat assoiates to eah overing N its �ber Nb over b. Then�1(M; b) ' Aut(Fb)with the Aut understood in the sense of invertible naturaltransformations of a funtor. Similarly,�1(M ; b; x) ' Isom(Fb; Fx):
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Given a variety V , we an use this approah to de�ne the pro-�nite�etale fundamental group simply by hanging the ategory ofoverings.Covet(V ): the �nite �etale overs of V .For any point b 2 V , have F etb that takes W!V to the �ber Wb.Then �et1 (V; b) := Aut(F etb )Similarly, �et1 (V ; b; x) := Isom(F etb ; F etx ):
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Construtions of this nature have now beome ommonplae inmathematis, the best known being assoiated to the notion of alinear Tannakian ategory, whereby the automorphisms of suitablefuntors de�ned on agreeable ategories give rise to group shemes.
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Two examples:Fix a non-arhimedean ompletion Q p of Q .Loet(V; Q p)ategory of loally onstant sheaves of �nite-dimensional Q p-vetorspaes on V onsidered in the �etale topology. There is still a �berfuntor F algb : Loet(V; Q p)!VetQp ;now taking values in Q p-vetor spaes, that assoiates to eah sheafits stalk at b.Now de�ne �alg;Qp1 (V; b) := Aut
(F algb );the Q p-pro-algebrai ompletion of �et1 (V; b).
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Replae all loal systems by unipotent ones, i.e., those that admit a�ltration L = L0 � L1 � � � �Ln � Ln+1 = 0suh that Li=Li+1 ' Q riPGet a ategory Unet(V; Q p) of the right sort.Fub : Unet(V; Q p)!VetQp :The Q p-pro-unipotent ompletion of the �etale fundamental group isthen de�ned as �u;Qp1 (V; b) := Aut
(Fub )
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In both settings, there are still torsors of paths�alg;Qp1 (V ; b; x) := Isom(F algb ; F algx )and �u;Qp1 (V ; b; x) := Isom(Fub ; Fux )
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In the pro�nite ase, we get an arithmeti Albanese mapX(Q )!H1(G; �et1 ( �X; b))x 7! [�et1 ( �X; b; x)℄where the target is a lassifying spae for �et1 ( �X; b)-torsors on the�etale topology of Spe(Q ).This map is a bit diÆult to study, beause algebrai geometry hasbeen entirely removed.Can reinsert this at the level of `oeÆients' for the non-abelianohomology by replaing the fundamental groups by suitablealgebrai ompletions. Most tratable ase at present is theunipotent ompletion.
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Can replae the previous lassifying spae byH1f (G; �u;Qp1 ( �X; b))whih then has the struture of a pro-algebrai variety, the Selmervariety of (X; b).There are quotients H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)obtained by onsidering quotients modulo the desending entralseries, whih are Q p-algebrai varieties.
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In fat, a tower of moduli spaes and maps:...... H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄4)H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄3)?
H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄2)?

X(Q ) -
--- H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄1)?

re�ning the map at the bottom (whih has a lassial interpretationin Kummer theory).
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End up with a diagram:X(Q ) - X(Q p)

H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)? - H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)?

involving a loal version of the lassifying spae on the lower righthand orner, with Gp = Gal( �Q p=Q p).Vertial maps are all of the formx 7! [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b; x)℄obtained from the previous one by pushing out torsors.
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Theorem 0.1 Let X be a urve and supposedimH1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n) < dimH1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)℄n)for some n. Then X(Q ) is �nite.Theorem is intimately related to non-abelian nature of thefundamental groups and the orresponding non-linearity of thelassifying spaes.
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Idea of proof: There is a non-zero algebrai funtion �X(Q ) � - X(Q p)

H1f (G; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)n℄)? lop- H1f (Gp; [�u;Qp1 ( �X; b)n℄n)?
Q p

9� 6=0?

vanishing on Im[H1f (G;Un)℄. Hene, � Æ �nap;n vanishes on X(Q ).But this funtion is a non-vanishing onvergent power series oneah residue disk. 2
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Can use this to prove �niteness of rational points on a ompaturve of genus � 2 provided its Jaobian deompose into a produtof abelian varieties with omplex multipliation. (Joint work withJohn Coates.)The dimension hypothesis for general urves follows from `generalstruture theory of mixed motives', i.e.,Standard motivi onjetures ) Faltings' theorem.
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Related to non-abelian extensions of the onjetures of Birh andSwinnerton-Dyer. Proofs are an extension of:Non-vanishing of L-funtion ) ontrol of Selmer groups )�niteness of rational points on ellipti urves.In the non-abelian ase:Non-vanishing of L-funtion ) ontrol of Selmer varieties )�niteness of rational points on hyperboli urves.
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